CHOPRAJHAR GREEN VALLEY ACADEMY
CBSE Affiliation: 2430244

PROJECT FOR ANNUAL EXAMINATION
CLASS-VI
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:
➢ All the projects should done in half sheet chart paper.
➢ Name, Class ,Section , Subject, Topic should be specified clearly.
➢ For any further query contact Class Teacher ( Time: 10 AM – 2 PM)
➢ Submission date will be notified later.
SUBJECT
TOPIC
EXPLANATION
LEARNING
OUTCOME
1ST LANGUAGE Newspaper
Pick out any ten words
Students will
ENGLISH
reading
from the newspaper every
increase their
day. Write their meaning
vocabulary and
and make sentences.
writing skills.
ND
2 LANGUAGE অনুচ্ছেদ লিখন Online class এবং offline
েোত্র েোত্রী দুটি
BENGALI
classএর মচ্ছযে ত োমোর কোচ্ছে
লবষচ্ছ়ের গুরুত্ব এবং
তকোনটি গুরুত্বপূর্ণ এবং তকন.
োর লনজস্ব ম োম
2ND

LANGUAGE
HINDI

वन का महत्व

MATHEMATICS Measuring
angle

Point লদচ্ছ়ে আচ্ছিোচনো করো।

লদচ্ছ

वनों के जीव जंतु, और जानवरों का चित्र
बनाकर वर्णन करेंगे

पेड़ पौधों का अंतर समझेंगे,
जानवरों, जीव जंतुओ ं का
नाम जानेंगे

Draw at least 6 different
triangles.Measure the angle
of each triangle and make a
table.calculate the sum of
the three angles of each
triangle. What do you
observe? the sum of angle in
each case come out to be
180°

পোরচ্ছব।

1. Students will
develop
questioning and
predicting skills.
2. Develop skills
in drawing .
3. Understand
the theme of
being differently
abled.
4. Develop higher
order thinking
skill

SCIENCE

Poster
making

SOCIAL
SCIENCE

COMPUTER

Create a
presentation
on save our
surrounding

V.ED

Yoga

G.K

World
heritage site
in India.

Make a poster on a half
sheet of chart paper
showing an open and closed
circuit. Reference page no.
156

Paste the pictures of two
national parks and one bird
sanctuary. And write few
lines about this ( Corbett
National Park, Kazirangha
National Park and
Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary)
Collect and paste pictures
related to save our
surrounding on a chart
paper and write some
points.
(See page no. 111)
Write benefit and methods
of any seven asanas.
Write the name of the world
heritage sites of India and
paste their pictures.

Students will
develop
questioning and
predicting skills.
Develop skills in
drawing and
painting.
They will know
more about the
national Park
and bird
sanctuary. we
With this projects
students will able
to gather
knowledge about
how to save our
surrounding.
Students are able
to know the
benefits of yoga.
This project will
help the students
to know about
the world
heritage sites
which are
situated ins
India.

